
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
manufacturing operations manager. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for manufacturing operations manager

Collaborate with manufacturing operations team to drive IDEAS program and
work with Engineering coordinator to drive project portfolio following
positive NPV/ROI
Support Director of Manufacturing through facilitation of key business
meetings through development of operating framework and standardization
Develop and deliver effective and efficient communication strategies for the
manufacturing team
Develop and support facility design space knowledge management, allowing
effective and efficient tech transfer program
Lead and/or support tech transfer team and key complex projects through
effective project management and leadership
Achieve high customer satisfaction through effective communication of both
technical and nontechnical topics with all levels of the organization both
verbally and in writing
Participate with other senior managers to establish strategic plans and goals
Develop the manufacturing plan and establish procedures for maintaining
high standards of manufacturing operations to ensure that products conform
to established customer and quality standards
Directs, often in innovative ways, the resolution of highly complex or unusual
business issues that may cross functional or department lines and have global
impact

Example of Manufacturing Operations Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for manufacturing operations manager

Knowledge of engineering and/or science normally attained through studies
resulting in a minimum of Bachelor’s Degree in Science, Engineering, a
related discipline or its equivalent
A minimum of 8 years GMP Biopharmaceutical manufacturing experience
with strong experience with multi-product facility operations
Demonstrates a strong knowledge of cGMP compliance and regulatory
agency requirements and procedures
Green belt or Lean Master training certification is desired
Successful experience working with cross-functional project teams from
manufacturing, quality, engineering, MS&T, tech services, automation,
finance, PMO, OPEX, documentation control, and regulatory
Complete varied and complex assignments with little direction


